**HandMed**
The DebMed® GMS™ (Group Monitoring System) is the world’s first electronic hand hygiene monitoring system based on the WHO Five Moments. The system captures 100 percent of the hand hygiene events from both soap and sanitizer dispensers at the unit level. The actual number of dispenser events is compared to the expected number of events, calculated based on an algorithm from published scientific hand hygiene benchmark data as well dynamic, unit-specific data feeds. It is also the only system able to monitor compliance at the critical point-of-care with specialized away-from-wall dispensers. Because the DebMed® GMS™ does not require an expensive RTLS or RFID infrastructure or costly staff badges, it is the most cost-effective system on the market.

www.debmed.com or (866) 783-0422

**Ecolab Healthcare**
Quik-Care® Nourishing Foam is a new hand sanitizer from Ecolab Healthcare that includes skin conditioners and emollients that moisturize and enhance the skin’s natural repair process with repeated use. The frequent handwashing required in healthcare settings can result in dry, damaged skin, and dermatitis is often cited as an obstacle to hand hygiene compliance. This unique, clinically-proven formula sanitizes, absorbs quickly and keeps working to support healthier skin for healthcare professionals over time. An extended clinical study confirmed skin was visibly less dry after two weeks of use.

www.ecolabhealthcare.com or (877) 927-9726

**Cascades Tissues**
Cascades Antibacterial paper towels provide a simple and effective way to further reduce bacterial contamination and transmission. Unlike ordinary paper towels, when the Cascades Antibacterial paper towel comes into contact with the water on your hands as you dry them, it releases an active ingredient that kills over 99.99 percent of harmful bacteria, based on third-party laboratory testing. These towels can fit anywhere and don’t require additional steps or change in habits.

www.afh.cascades.com

**IntelligentM**
IntelligentM’s is the only hand hygiene compliance technology available that provides real-time feedback to healthcare employees at the point of product use and the point of care as it relates to both “how” and “when” compliance according to CDC/WHO guidelines. IntelligentM allows for corrective compliance action in every instance, in addition to ongoing education from highly-segmented data collection and presentation. Determinations for compliance can be tailored to each type of hand hygiene event such as entry/exit of a room or even as detailed as inserting an IV, changing wound dressing or donning gloves.

www.intelligentm.com or (954) 295-6606

**Hyginex**
Hyginex is dedicated to improving hand hygiene compliance in hospitals and reducing rates of hospital-acquired infections. The Hyginex Solution is a proven system that tracks hand hygiene compliance through a patent pending wristband worn by individual staff members. The wristbands vibrate to alert staff when they have entered patient zones without first following proper hand hygiene protocol and collect data on quality and duration of wash/alcohol use. The Hyginex Solution is the only hand hygiene monitoring system that eliminates false positives and accurately captures all hand hygiene events to correspond with the WHO Five Moments for Hand Hygiene.

www.hyginex.com or (855) 494-4639

**HandGiene Corp.**
HandGiene Corp. offers an RFID enabled hand hygiene monitoring system that ensures compliance with established hand-wash protocols. The HandGiene HHMS is a complete solution that does not require any additional steps, so it does not adversely impact workflow. The HandGiene cleanser units dispense a variety of proprietary soap and sanitizer solutions. Compliance or non-compliance is recorded in a database that administrators can access in real-time through web-based compliance software. Administrators can look at specific employees, wards, stations, departments, shifts or an entire hospital or in the case of larger concerns, an entire system of hospitals and care facilities. Documentation for reporting is easy-to-use.

www.HandGieneCorp.com or (800) 948-7304